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Abstract :

This paper introduces the many-armed bandit problem (ManAB), where the num-
ber of arms is large comparatively to the relevant number of time steps. While the
ManAB framework is relevant to many real-world applications, the state of the art
does not offer anytime algorithms handling ManAB problems.Both theory and
practice suggest that two problem categories must be distinguished; the easy cat-
egory includes those problems where good arms have reward probability close to
1; the difficult category includes other problems. Two algorithms termed FAIL-
URE and MUCBT are proposed for the ManAB framework. FAILURE and its
variants extend the non-anytime approach proposed for the denumerable-armed
bandit and non-asymptotic bounds are shown; it works very efficiently for easy
ManAB problems. Meanwhile, MUCBT efficiently deals with difficult ManAB
problems.

1 Introduction

One mainstream paradigm for online learning is known as the multi-armed bandit for-
mulated by Lai & Robbins (1985); givenn bandit arms with (unknown) reward prob-
abilities pi, in each time stept the player selects an armj and receives a rewardrt,
wherert = 1 with probabilitypj , andrt = 0 otherwise. The goal is to maximize the
cumulated reward gathered over all time steps, or minimize the loss incurred compared
to the best strategy (playing the arm with maximal reward probability in each time step),
referred to as regret.

Indeed, such optimization problems can be solved exactly using dynamic program-
ming approaches when the numberN of time steps is known in advance, as shown
by Bellman (1957) and Bertsekas (1995). Currently, the multi-armed bandit litterature
focuses on anytime algorithms (N is not known beforehand), with good asymptotic
bounds on the regret and which are less computationally expensive than the prohibitive
dynamic programming approach.

Devised by Aueret al. (2001), the so-called Upper Bound Confidence (UCB) al-
gorithms enforce an optimal asymptotic bound on the regret (in O(log(N))) in the
stationary case. The non stationary case has also been studied by Kocsis & Szepesvari
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(2005) or Hussainet al.(2006), respectively considering the adversarial case or abruptly
changing environments. Also, Kocsis & Szepesvari (2006) have extended UCB to the
case of tree-structured arms, defining the UCT algorithm.

This paper focuses on the case ofmany-armed bandits(ManAB), when the number of
arms is large relatively to the relevant numberN of time steps (relevant horizon) (Banks
& Sundaram (1992); Agrawal (1995); Dani & Hayes (2006)). Specifically, we assume
in the rest of the paper thatN is not known in advance and thatN is at most≃ n2. It
is claimed that the ManAB setting is relevant to many potential applications of online
learning. For instance when Wang & Gelly (2007) adapt UCT to build an automatic
Go player, the deep regions of the UCT tree can only be frugally explored while they
involve an exponential number of moves. Applications such as labor markets, votes,
consumers choice, dating, resource-mining, drug-testing(Berry et al. (1997)), feature
selection and active learning (Cesa-Bianchi & Lugosi (2006)) also involve a number of
options which is large compared to the relevant horizon.

The state of the art does not address the anytime ManAB problem (more on this in
section 2). On one hand, UCB algorithms boil down to uniform sampling with no
replacement when the number of arms is large comparatively to the number of time
steps. On the other hand, the failure-based approaches dealing with the denumerable-
armed bandit with good convergence rates (Berryet al. (1997), section 2.2) require
both: (i) prior knowledge on the reward distribution; (ii) the numberN of time steps
to be known in advance. They provide highly suboptimal strategies whenN is badly
guessed or when thepi are far from1.

As a first contribution, this paper extends the failure-based algorithms devised for the
denumerable-armed bandit by Berryet al.(1997) to the anytime framework, preserving
their good convergence properties. The resulting algorithm, termed FAILURE, however
suffers from the same limitations as all failure-based algorithms when the highest re-
ward probabilities are well below 1. Therefore, two settings are distinguished, theEasy
ManAB(EManAB) where the reward probabilitiespi are uniformly and independently
distributed in[0, 1], and theDifficult ManAb (DManAB) where thepi are uniformly
distributed in[0, ǫ] with ǫ < 1. It must be emphasized that the DManAB setting is rele-
vant to real-world applications; e.g. in the News Recommendation application (Hussain
et al. (2006)) the optimal reward probabilities might be significantly less than one.

We thus propose a second algorithm, inspired from the Meta-Bandit approach first
described by Hartlandet al. (2006) and referred to as MUCBT. While MUCBT ro-
bustly and efficiently deals with all ManAB problems including the difficult ones, it is
outperformed by FAILURE on Easy ManAB problems.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the multi-armed ban-
dit background, presenting the UCB algorithms (Aueret al. (2001)) and the failure-
based algorithms devised for the denumerable-armed banditin the non-anytime case
(Berry et al. (1997)). Section 3 extends the failure-based algorithms tothe anytime
framework, considering both easy and difficult ManAB settings. Section 4 presents the
MUCBT algorithms specifically devised for the Difficult ManAB problems. Section 5
reports on the comparative validation of the presented algorithms compared to the state
of the art, and discusses which algorithms are best suited towhich settings. The paper
concludes with some perspectives for further research.
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2 State of the art

This section briefly introduces the notations and UCB algorithms, referring the reader
to Aueret al. (2002) for a comprehensive presentation. The state of the art related to
infinitely many-armed bandits is then presented.

2.1 Any-time MAB

A multi-armed bandit involvesn arms, where thei-th arm is characterized by its reward
probabilitypi. In each time stept, the player or the algorithm selects some armj = at;
with probabilitypj it gets rewardrt = 1, otherwisert = 0. The loss afterN time steps,
or regret, is defined asNp∗ −∑N

t=1 rt, wherep∗ is the maximal reward probability
amongp1, . . . , pn.

Two indicators are maintained for eachi-th arm: the number of times it has been
played up to timet, notedni,t and the average corresponding reward notedp̂i,t. Sub-
scriptt is omitted when clear from the context.

The so-called UCB1 algorithm selects in each stept the arm which maximizes an
exploration vs exploitation tradeoff

p̂j,t +

√

2 log
∑

k nk,t

nj,t

The first termp̂j,t clearly reflects the exploitation bias (select the arm with optimal
average reward); the second term (select arms which have been played exponentially
rarely) corresponds to the exploration bias. The asymptotic bound on the regret in
UCB1 isO(log(N)) whereN is the number of time steps, which is known to be optimal
after Lai & Robbins (1985).

p̂j +

√
2log

P

k nk,t

nj,t
UCB1

log
P

k
nk,t

nj,t
+

√
vj,tlog

P

k
nk,t

nj,t
UCB-Tuned

√
vj,tlog

P

k
nk,t

nj,t
KUCBT

√
clog

P

k
nk,t

nj,t
cUCB

Exploitation Exploration

Table 1: UCB Algorithms, wherevj,t denotes the maximum between0.01 and the
empirical variance of the reward for thej-th arm. The max with0.01 is intended to
avoid null estimated variance that could lead to reject definitively an arm.

The key point is to adjust the exploration strength. Severalvariants have been
proposed, summarized in Table 1 :
Based on intuitively satisfactory ideas and taking into account the empirical variance
of the reward associated to each arm, the UCB-Tuned (UCBT) proposed by Aueret al.
(2002) often outperforms UCB1, though with no formal proof of improvement.
KUCBT is similar to UCBT but without the non-variance-basedterm
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log(
∑

k nk,t)/nj,t. We additionally consider the cUCB variant, using an explicit
constantc to bias the selection toward exploitation as being more appropriate when the
number of arms increases and the time horizon decreases.

2.2 Denumerable-Armed Bandits

The case of denumerable-armed bandits (DAB) have been studied by Berryet al.
(1997), establishing an upper bound2

√
N on the regret when the numberN of time

steps is known (non any-time setting).
Berry et al. (1997) introduce several algorithms:

• The k-failure strategy. When the current arm fails fork successive time steps,
this arm is never tested again and a new arm is selected. Whilethis strategy
converges toward the optimal success rate, the regret decreases slowly withN
(O(N/logN)).

• The α-rate strategy. When the average reward of the current arm falls below
someα < 1 threshold, a new arm is selected. This strategy does not necessarily
converge toward the optimal success rate.

• The m-run strategy. This strategy firstly runs the1-failure strategy until either
selecting them-th arm, or until a sequence ofm wins occurs; at this point, the
m-run strategy plays the arm with best average reward until the end of theN
steps. Whenm is of the order of

√
N , them-run strategy reaches the optimal

success rate and the regret decreases withN as2
√

N ; otherwise, them-strategy
does not necessarily converge to the optimal success rate asN increases, as it
almost surely stops exploration after having tested finitely many arms.

• The non-recalling m-run strategy. This strategy likewise runs the1-failure
strategy until a sequence ofm wins occurs, and it thereafter plays the current arm
until the end. Like them-run strategy, the non-recallingm-run strategy reaches
the optimal success rate with regret2

√
N for m ≃

√
N .

• The m-learning strategy. This strategy uses 1-Failure during the firstm steps,
and then uses the empirically best arm during the remainingN −m steps.

3 Any-time Denumerable-Armed Bandits

This section extends the approaches presented by Berryet al. (1997) to the anytime
setting, where the algorithm does not depend on the numberN of time steps.

3.1 The Easy ManAB setting

Let us first consider the easy setting where the reward probabilities pi are independently
uniformly distributed in[0, 1]. Then we show:
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Theorem 1: EManAB setting. There exists an any-time strategy for the denumerable-
armed bandit with expected failure rate bounded byO(1/

√
N).

Proof: Let α > 1 be a parameter and let us define the family of time intervalsIi =
[iα, (i + 1)α[. Let us consider the strategy defined by playing them-run strategy with
m =

√
iα on intervalIi (independently from what has been done during the previous

time intervals).
By construction this strategy is any-time; it does not depend onN . For a givenN , let

k be such thatN ∈ Ik. On each intervalIi, the expected number of failures incurred by
the
√

iα strategy isO(
√

iα) after Berryet al. (1997), Thm 4. Therefore, the expected
number of failures until the end ofIk is at mostO(

∑k
i=1

√
iα).

It comes that the number of failures of the considered strategy up to time stepN
is upper bounded byk ×

√
kα = k1+α/2. The failure rate thus is upper bounded by

k1+α/2/N ≤ k1+α/2/kα = O(1/
√

N). �
We point out that another algorithm can be used for the same result. With the same

proof as above using the properties ofm-learn strategies instead of the properties ofm-
run strategy (Berryet al. (1997)), we show the same result for the following algorithm
at stept:

• if ⌊
√

t/ log(t)⌋ > ⌊
√

t− 1/ log(t−1)⌋, choose the arm with lowest index which
has never failed (this is the FAILURE algorithm);

• otherwise, use the arm which has the best empirical success rate among all arms
that have been rejected by FAILURE.

This algorithm, termed ”MLEARN” in the rest of this paper, isnicer as it has no free
parameter; it will be used in experiments.

3.2 The Difficult ManAB setting

Let us consider the difficult ManAB setting, where the rewardprobabilitiespi are uni-
formly distributed in[0, ǫ] for ǫ < 1. As shown by Berryet al.(1997), for some givenm
depending onǫ andN , them-run strategy reaches an expected failure rateO(

√

ǫ/N).
In this section, the above result is extended to the case whereN andǫ are unknown.

Theorem 2: DManAB setting. Let us assume that the reward distribution is such that
there exists a constantC > 0 which satisfies

∀ǫ ∈]0, 1[, P (p1 > sup pi − ǫ) ≥ min(1, Cǫ) (1)

Then there exists an any-time strategy for the denumerable armed bandit with expected
failure rate bounded bỹO(N−

1
4 /C) (with a = Õ(b) the notation for∃k > 0; a =

O(b(log(b))k)).
Note that the bound is uniform in the distribution (i.e. all constants hidden in theO(.)

are independent of the distribution) under assumption (1).Assumption (1) typically
holds when the reward probabilities are uniformly distributed in [0, ǫ].
Proof: The proof is constructive, based on the algorithm describedin Table 2. Indices
ni,t andwi,t respectively stand for the number of times thei-th arm is played (resp.,
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wins) up to timet. Two sequences(sn)n∈N and (kn)n∈N, with s increasing andk
non-decreasing are used.

1. Init : ni,0 = wi,0 = 0 forall i.
2. Loop : Fort = 1; true; t = t + 1;

If t = si for somei, Exploration(t).
Else (t ∈]si, si+1[), Exploitation(t).

Exploration(t) t = si

Selectj = argmin{nℓ, ℓ ∈ [1, ki[} In case of ties, prefer smallestj.
Receivert

nj,t+1 = nj,t + 1 ; wj,t+1 = wj,t + rt

ni,t+1 = ni,t ; wi,t+1 = wi,t forall i 6= j

Exploitation(t) t ∈]si, si+1[
Selectj = argmax{wℓ/nℓ, ℓ ∈ [1, ki[} In case of ties, prefer smallestj.
Receivert

nj,t+1 = nj,t + 1 ; wj,t+1 = wj,t + rt

ni,t+1 = ni,t ; wi,t+1 = wi,t forall i 6= j

Table 2: DManAB Algorithm

Let us defineǫi the maximal reward estimation error afteri exploration steps:

ǫi = argmax{|wj,t

nj,t
− pj |, j ∈ [1, ki], t = si + 1}

Let t be a time step in thei-th epoch (t ∈ [si, si+1[). Let ǫt define the maximalǫi

such thatt < si+1. Up to timet, i) the number of exploration steps so far isi; ii) the
arms which have been played are included in[1, ki]; iii) the maximal estimation error
so far isǫi.

For the particular two sequences below, we shall show that the algorithm is efficient,
i.e. ǫt goes to0. Let

kn = ⌊nα⌋, α =
1

3
(2)

sn =
n∑

i=1

⌊1 + iγ⌋, γ =
1

3

Step 1: Fast convergence ofǫt to 0.
Let t be the current time step, belonging to thei-th epoch (t ∈ [si, si+1[). Let j be an
arm belonging to the set of arms explored up to now (j ∈ [1, ki[). Then, as all arms
have been played an equal number of times during thei exploration steps:

nj,t ≥ ⌊i/ki⌋ (3)
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After the Hoeffding bound, for all armsj ∈ [1, ki[ andt ≥ si, it comes

P (|wj,t

nj,t
− pj | > ǫ) ≤ exp(−2⌊i/ki⌋ǫ2) (4)

P (sup
j<ki

|wj,t

nj,t
− pj | > ǫ) ≤ ki exp(−2⌊i/ki⌋ǫ2)

and thereforeE sup
j<ki

|wj,t

nj,t
− pj | = O(

√

ki log(ki)/i) (5)

and thereforeE sup
j<ki

|wj,t

nj,t
− pj| = Õ(i(α−1)/2) (6)

Eq. (5) follows from the lemma below ((Devroyeet al., 1997, chap 12, p 208)):

P (Z < 0) = 0 ∧ P (Z ≥ ǫ) ≤ c exp(−2mǫ2)⇒ EZ ≤
√

log(ce)/2m

Eq. (6) states thatǫt converges to0 like O(i−1/3log(i)) ie like Õ(i−1/3).

Step 2: exploitation is efficient.
Let RN denote the sum of all rewards up to time stepN , and let us consider the expec-
tation ofRN . Let us assume further thatN belongs to then-th epoch (N ∈ [sn, sn+1[).
It comes:

ERN ≥ E

n−1∑

i=1









rsi
︸︷︷︸

exploration

+

si+1−1
∑

t=si+1

rt

︸ ︷︷ ︸

exploitation









(7)

Let p∗i denote the reward probability of the arm selected during thei-th exploitation
epoch (being reminded that a single arm is played during]si, si+1[), and letp∗∗i denote
the maximal reward probabilitypj for j in [1, ki[. NoteEn the expectation operator,
conditionally to1 the(pi)i∈N and to the exploration (formally, conditionally to all thepi

for i ∈ N and to all thert for t = s1, . . . , sn).

1

N
EnRN ≥ 1

N

n−1∑

i=1

(iγp∗i)

≥ 1

N

n−1∑

i=1

(iγ(p∗∗i − 2ǫi))

by definition ofǫi. Let us noteSn = 1
N

∑n−1
i=1 (1 + iγ)p∗∗i .

EnSn −
1

N
EnRN = O(

1

N

n−1∑

i=1

(1 + iγǫi))

= O(n/N +
1

N
.

n−1∑

i=1

(iγ .i(α−1)/2.log(i)) (8)

= Õ(n/N) (9)

1Recall that thepi are i.i.d random variables.
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almost surely thanks to step 1. LetEp denote the conditional expectation with respect
to pi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}; as the constants in theO(.) notation are universal constants, we
can therefore take the expectation of eq. (9) with respect tothe exploration (keeping the
conditioning with respect to thepi), and get:

Ep[EnSn − 1
N EnRN ] = Eexplor [EnSn − 1

N EnRN ] = Eexplor[Õ(n/N)] = Õ(n/N)

hence1
N EpRN ≥ p∗∗n − Õ(n/N)

(10)
sinceEpSn ≤ 1

N

∑n−1
i=1 (1 + iγ)p∗∗i ≤ p∗∗n by construction.

Step 3: exploration is sufficient.It remains to lower-boundSn, which depends on
the expectation of the maximumpj for j ∈ [1, ki[, wherepj are iid random variables
such that eq. (1) holds. Noting as abovep∗∗i = max{pj , j ∈ [1, ki[}, and letting
p∗ = sup pi, after eq. (1) it comes:

E[p∗ − p∗∗i ] =
∫

P (p∗ − p∗∗i ) > t)dt =
∫

Πki−1
j=1 P (p∗ − pj > t)dt

=
∫

P (p∗ − p1 > t)ki−1dt
=

∫
(1− P (p∗ − p1 < t))ki−1dt

<
∫ 1/C

0 (1− Ct)kidt

(11)

hence

Ep∗∗i ≥ p∗ −O(1/(C.ki)). (12)

Summing eq. (12) fori ∈ [1, n] leads to

Sn ≥ p∗ −
1

NC
O(

n∑

i=1

iγ/ki) ≥ p∗ −O(
n

NC
) (13)

Eqs (13) and (10) together lead to

1

N
EpRN ≥ p∗ −O(1/n(α−1)/2)−O(n/CN)

≥ p∗ −O(N−1/4/C)

which concludes the proof. �

4 Algorithms For Many-Armed Bandits

The theoretical analysis in the previous section suggests that the easy and difficult
ManAB settings should be handled through different algorithms. Accordingly, this
section presents two FAILURE variants adapted from the failure algorithms introduced
in section 2.2. The FPU algorithm inspired by Wang & Gelly (2007) and the MUCBT
algorithm inspired by Hartlandet al. (2006) are last presented.
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4.1 The FAILURE and FAILUCB Algorithms

The 1-failure algorithm previously defined for the denumerable-armed bandit is adapted
to the ManAB setting in two ways, respectively referred to asFAILURE and FAIL-
UCB.

In both cases, the algorithm plays the current arm until it fails; on failure, one selects
the first arm which has never been tested if it exists.

After all arms have been played at least once, FAILURE greedily selects the arm with
best estimated reward; FAILUCB uses KBCBT (Table 1). Indeed, FAILURE offers no
guarantee to converge to the best success rate asN goes to infinity; however, such a
poor asymptotic behaviour is irrelevant in the considered framework sinceN remains
comparable ton or n2.

4.2 The First Play Urgency Algorithm

The First Play Urgency (FPU) algorithm was first defined in MoGo by Wang & Gelly
(2007), to handle a large number of tree-structured arms. Formally, the selection crite-
rion used in UCT (Table 1) is replaced by:

Vj =

{
p̂j,t +

√
2fFPU log(

∑

k nk,t)/nj,t if nj,t > 0
cFPU otherwise

(other formula, taking into account variance-terms, are proposed in Wang & Gelly
(2007)) It is worth noting that forfFPU = 0 and cFPU = 1, the FPU algorithm
coincides with the FAILURE one.

4.3 The Meta-UCBT Algorithm

We last define the meta-bandit algorithm MUCBT to deal with the ManAB setting.
MUCBT is inspired from the meta-bandit algorithm devised byHartlandet al. (2006),
which won the Exploration vs Exploitation Challenge definedby Hussainet al.(2006).
However, the EE Challenge focuses on the extension of the many-armed bandit to non-
stationary environments, where the meta-bandit was in charge of handling the change
point detection epochs.
Quite the opposite, MUCBT is a recursive meta-bandit, wherethe first meta-bandit
decides between the best empirical arm and all other arms, the second meta-bandit
decides between the second best arm and all other arms, and soforth (Fig. 1, left).

A variant of the MUCBT algorithm, referred to as MUCBT-k, uses the first meta-
bandit to decide between the first bestk−1 arms, and the others, the second meta-bandit
to decide between the next bestk − 1 arms, and the remaining arms, and so forth (Fig
1, right).

Formally,wi (respectivelyℓi) denotes the number of wins (resp. losses) with thei-
th arm up to the current time step. Algorithms MUCBT and MUCBT-k are specified
above, (Algs. 1 & 2), where each algorithm chooses armat at time stept, andti is the
number of time steps (previous tot) where the chosen arm is greater thani (ti = |{t′ ≤
t; at′ ≥ i}|.
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Algorithm 1 MUCBT
Input: a (possibly infinite) number of arms.
Initialize wj = 0, ℓj = 0 andtj = 0 for all j.
for t = 1; true; t← t + 1 do

Sort arms by decreasingwj/(wj + ℓj) (with 0/0 = −∞ by convention).
for i = 1; true; i← i + 1 do

Computew′

i =
∑

j>i wj andℓ′i =
∑

j>i ℓj .

Vi = wi/(wi + ℓi) +
√

2 log(ti)/(wi + ℓi)

V ′

i = w′

i/(w′

i + ℓ′i) +
√

2 log(ti)/(w′

i + ℓ′i)
if Vi > V ′

i then
break

end if
end for
Play armi (at = i).
If win wi ← wi + 1 elseli ← li + 1
∀j ≤ i, tj ← tj + 1.

end for

...

Best
arm

Arm 4

Arm 3

Arm 2

Best
arm

Arm 2

Arm 3

Arm 4

...

Arm 5
Arm 6

Figure 1: MUCBT algorithm (left) and MUCBT-3 as an example ofthe MUCBT-k algorithm
(right).
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Algorithm 2 MUCBT-k
Input: a (possibly infinite) number of arms; parameterk > 1.
Initialize wj = 0, ℓj = 0 andtj = 0 for all j.
for t = 1; true; t← t + 1 do

Sort arms by decreasingwj/(wj + ℓj) (with 0/0 = −∞).
for i = 1; true; i← i + k − 1 do

Computew′

i =
∑

j>i wj andℓ′i =
∑

j>i ℓj .
for j = i; j ≤ i + k − 2; j ← j + 1 do

Wj = wj/(wj + ℓj) +
√

2 log(ti)/(wj + ℓj)
end for
u = argmaxj∈[[i,i+k−2]] Wj

Vi = Wu

V ′

i = w′

i/(w′

i + ℓ′i) +
√

2 log(ti)/(w′

i + ℓ′i)
if Vi > V ′

i then
break

end if
end for
Play armu (at = u).
If win wu ← wu + 1 elselu ← lu + 1
∀j ≤ u, tj ← tj + 1.

end for

5 Experimental Validation

This section reports on the experimental validation of the presented algorithms and
discusses which algorithm is best suited to the different settings considered.

5.1 Experimental Setting

Considering a number of bandit armsn ranging in[20, 200], artificial bandit problems
are generated by drawing iid reward probabilitiespi i) in [0, 1] (Easy ManAB setting)
and in[0, ǫ] for someǫ (Difficult ManAB setting).

All defined algorithms, including the FAILURE and MUCBT algorithms presented
in the paper and the baseline UCB variants, are tested against these problems.

The comparisons refer to three main regimes, depending on the relationship of the
numberN of time steps and the numbern of bandit arms. The standard multi-armed
bandit case, referred to as long-run regime, is whenN >> n; the medium regime is
whenN ≃ n2; and the short-run regime is whenN is circa2 ou3 timesn.

The performance of each algorithm is given by its average regret per time step.

5.2 Experimental Results

Fig. 2 displays the regret per time step against the number oftime step, compar-
ing MUCBT-k for various values ofk to the UCB variants (UCB1, UCBT, KUCBT,
cUCBT) in an Easy ManAB setting. Note that all UCB variants behave identically in
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the considered framework; indeed, forN ≤ n, UCB-variants receive a rewardrt = 1
with probability exactly1

2 .
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Figure 2: Easy ManAB setting: Comparing UCB variants with MUCBT-k with n = 100 arms
andN = 100 time steps. The average regret per time step is plotted against the total number of
time steps. All UCB variants get a reward with probability1

2
, and are significantly outperformed

by MUCBT-k. No significant differences among the various values ofk is found in this setting.
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Figure 3: Easy ManAB setting. Experimental results withN = 50, for n > N (infinitely
many arms). Dotted lines around curves are± standard deviations. Algorithms are ordered
wrt their horizon performance (best strategies at the bottom). Only the five best algorithms are
presented.All UCB variants are outperformed by MUCBT and FAILURE.

A first remark is that, while standard UCB algorithms are optimally suited to the
long-run regime (N >> n2), they do not handle efficiently the non-asymptotic cases
including the medium-run (N ≃ n2) and short-runN ≃ 2n, 3n) regimes.

In the medium-run regime, the failure-based algorithms areoptimal in the Easy
ManAB case, when the reward probabilities are uniform in[0, 1]; in the Difficult
ManAB case, the MUCBT algorithms empirically outperform the failure algorithms.

Lastly, the MUCBT algorithms are well suited to the short-run regime.

5.3 Discussion

Failure algorithms, based on theoretical investigations in Berryet al. (1997), are very
efficient for EManAB. Some variants proposed in this paper work very efficiently also
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Figure 4: Easy ManAB setting, N.3n. Experimental results withn = 20 andn = 40 arms
respectively, both withN = 1, . . . , 50. Dotted lines around curves are± standard deviations.
Algorithms are ordered wrt their horizon performance (beststrategies at the bottom). Only the
five best algorithms are presented.MUCBT variants have a very similar behavior. FAILURE
and FAILUCB are exactly equal and all variants of UCB (UCB, KUCB, cUCB) are exactly
equal whenN ≤ n. For moderately largeN (N ≥ 3n) the best algorithms are firstly the
FAILUREvariants and secondly MUCBT.
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Figure 5:Easy ManAB setting, larger horizons. Experimental results withn = 10, n = 40 arms
respectively, andN = 5000. Legends and set-up as in figure 4 (only the best five algorithms
wrt horizon performance are presented). We see the strong influence ofn; the number of time
steps for which FAILURE algorithms outperform baseline UCB-variants is at leastΩ(n2), in
agreement with theory.

in the anytime case and forn finite with N ≃ n2. FAILURE and its variants are exper-
imentally very impressive in experiments, until at least 5000 time-steps, whenn ≥ 40.
FAILUCB combines (i) the asymptotic optimality of UCB1 (Auer et al. (2001)) when
the number of arms is finite and small in front of the horizon; (ii) the non-asymptotic
very good behavior of failure-based algorithms.

Also,FPU, in particular in its optimal parametrization is close to FAILURE (converg-
ing to FAILUCB and UCBT whenN increases). Therefore, the mathematical analysis
of FPU is very related to the joint analysis of FAILURE and of UCB.

Meta-bandit algorithms MUCBT inspired by Hartlandet al. (2006) outperform
baseline UCB-variants and FPU in all ManAB settings considered here; they also
strongly outperform FAILURE and FAILUCB in the DManAB case (figure 6, with
reward probabilities in[0, 1

4 ]). For cases like news-selection (for which many news are
not interesting for the reader) or game-tree-search (for which many moves are stupid
moves), small probabilities are a natural case. As for FAILUCB, we point out that FPU
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Figure 6: Difficult ManAB setting. Experimental results withn = 40 arms andN = 50 time
steps (left),n = 80 arms andN = 300 time steps (right); legends and set-up are as in other
figure, but here probabilitiespi of reward are uniform in[0, 1

4
] instead of[0, 1]. Within this

less favorable framework, MUCBT is significantly more robust than FAILURE and variants
(MLEARN, FAILUCB); while FPU outperforms FAILURE, it is still dominated by MUCBT.
MUCBT-2 (usually the best MUCBT) dominates the other algorithms untilN ≃ 90 time steps
for n = 40 (only 50 time-steps presented) and untilN ≃ 190 time steps forn = 80.

was designed for specific purposes (UCT-adaptation) and theefficiency of MUCBT in
front of FPU is not ensured for these specific cases.

UCBT and other variance-based extensions of UCB1 (Aueret al. (2001); Audibert
et al.(2006)) significantly improve on the baseline UCB1 in the considered setting. This
holds for algorithms considered in isolation or as subroutines for MUCBTor FAILUCB.

6 Conclusion

In summary, some recommendations based on theoretical and practical arguments can
be formulated regarding anytime many-armed bandit-problems:

• Use FAILURE when the reward probability distribution is easy and ifN.n2.

• Use MUCBT when the reward probability distribution might bevery bad and if
N.3n.

• Always use variance-based UCB-algorithms instead of baseline UCB-algorithms.

• FPU (mainly used for UCT) is a trade-off between FAILURE and MUCBT
(Wang & Gelly (2007)).

From the mathematical point of view, we conclude that the algorithms that are proved
optimal (within

√
2-factor) for infinitely many arms and finite horizon, namelym-run

strategies, can be extended to an anytime algorithm that is also proved optimal (within
a multiplicative factor) in the EManAB case. Additionally,we show that aN−1/4 rate
can be achieved in the DManAB case without knowledge of the distribution.

Still, both proposed algorithms are somewhat unsmooth:m-run strategies switch
from a failure-based exploration to exploitation; and their anytime extensions (section
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3.1 and 3.2) switch infinitely often between both behaviours. It is likely that algorithms
learning the distribution of reward-probability could be nicer and more efficient.
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Appendix

This appendix focuses on the First Play Urgency algorithm, examining the impact of
thecFPU constant in the particular context of the Go-program Mogo devised by Wang
& Gelly (2007). As noted above, the so-called UCB1 algorithmcorresponds to the
particular casecFPU = ∞. The best constant in the considered framework iscFPU =
1.

Table 3: The effect of the constantcFPU in FPU from Wang & Gelly (2007). Exper-
iments with 70000 simulations/move in a UCT-based Monte-Carlo-Go, distinguishing
the winning rate with white, with black, and the average winning rate.

FPU Winning Rate Winning rate Total
constant for Black Games for White Games Winning Rate

1.4 37%± 4.5% 38%± 5% 37.5%± 3.5%
1.2 46%± 5% 36%± 5% 41%± 3.5%
1.1 45%± 3% 41%± 3% 43.4%± 2.2%
1.0 49%± 3% 42%± 3% 45%± 2%
0.9 47%± 4% 32%± 4% 40%± 2.8%
0.8 40%± 7% 32%± 6.5% 36%± 4.8%


